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Abstract

Using functional genomic and protein structural data we studied the effects of protein complexity (here defined as the number of subunit types
in a protein) on gene dispensability and gene duplicability. We found that in terms of gene duplicability the major distinction in protein complexity
is between hetero-complexes, each of which includes at least two different types of subunits (polypeptides), and homo-complexes, which include
monomers and complexes that consist of only subunits of one polypeptide type. However, gene dispensability decreases only gradually as the
number of subunit types in a protein complex increases. These observations suggest that the dosage balance hypothesis can explain well gene
duplicability of complex proteins, but cannot completely explain the difference in dispensabilities between hetero-complex subunits. It is likely
that knocking out a gene coding for a hetero-complex subunit would disrupt the function of the whole complex, so that the deletion effect on
fitness would increase with protein complexity. We also found that multi-domain polypeptide genes are less dispensable but more duplicable than
single-domain polypeptide genes. Duplicate genes derived from the whole genome duplication event in yeast are more dispensable (except for
ribosomal protein genes) than other duplicate genes. Further, we found that subunits of the same protein complex tend to have similar expression
levels and similar effects of gene deletion on fitness. Finally, we estimated that in yeast the contribution of duplicate genes to genetic robustness
against null mutation is ∼9%, smaller than previously estimated. In yeast, protein complexity may serve as a better indicator of gene
dispensability than do duplicate genes.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Previous studies have suggested that most genes (∼80%) of
the budding yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) are non-essential
under laboratory conditions (Winzeler et al., 1999; Glaever et
al., 2002; Steinmetz et al., 2002). Two mechanisms have been
proposed for explaining this phenomenon. The first is the
existence of duplicate genes (e.g., Nowak et al., 1997; Gu et al.,
2003; Conant and Wagner, 2004; Kafri et al., 2005); that is, the
loss of function in one copy can be compensated by the other
copy or copies. The second mechanism stems from alternative
Abbreviations: WGD, whole genome duplicate; CAI, codon adaptation
index; KS test, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test.
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metabolic pathways, regulatory networks, and so on (Wagner,
2000). Papp et al. (2004) used an in silico metabolic flux model
of the yeast metabolic network to address the dispensability
issue. They estimated that up to 68% of “dispensable” genes
might actually be important, but under conditions yet to be
examined in the laboratory, 15–28% of dispensable genes are
compensated by a duplicate, while only 4–17% are buffered by
flux reorganization of the metabolic network.

In this study, we pursue the gene dispensability issue from
the viewpoint of protein complexity. The number of domains in
a polypeptide (He and Zhang, 2005) and the number of subunits
in a protein complex (Yang et al., 2003) have been used to
describe gene complexity and protein complexity, respectively.
Here we define “domain complexity” as the number of domains
in a polypeptide and “protein complexity” as the number of
different subunit types in a protein complex. Although the
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number of protein interactions has been shown to correlate with
protein deletion lethality (Jeong et al., 2001), we have four
reasons to investigate protein complexity. First, the protein–
protein interaction study was based on high-throughput data,
which may have high false positive and false negative rates (von
Mering et al., 2002). Second, subunits in a large complex
without direct physical interactions to each other may not be
detected by yeast two-hybrid analyses. Third, the number of
protein interactions may reflect the number of functions or
reactions that a polypeptide is involved, while a large complex
may have only one specific function. Fourth, we are also inter-
ested in comparing monomers and homo-multimers, which is
not feasible from protein interaction data.

Utilizing data on the fitness of heterozygotes for knockouts
of essential genes in yeast, Papp et al. (2003) found a greater
decrease in heterozygote fitness if the gene is involved in a
protein complex than if it is not, supporting the dosage balance
hypothesis (Veitia, 2002, 2003). However, homozygous gene
deletion of a complex subunit may disrupt the protein function,
which may be difficult to compensate by duplicated genes or
alternative pathways if the function is cooperatively per-
formed by multiple subunits. Further, Phadnis and Fry (2005)
showed a negative correlation between homozygous effects
and dominance of mutations (the ratio of heterozygous to
homozygous effects) for all major categories of genes, which
implies heterozygous and homozygous gene deletions may not
have the same trend of fitness effect. It is therefore inter-
esting to investigate whether the fitness effect of homozygous
gene deletion increases with protein complexity and domain
complexity.

The second purpose of this study is to reexamine the issue of
the effect of protein complexity on gene duplicability. Although
Papp et al. (2003) and Yang et al. (2003) have shown that
protein complexity is an important determinant of gene dupli-
cability, the relationship between protein complexity and gene
duplicability is still not very clear. This is particularly so with
respect to the question of whether homo-complexes tend to have
a higher gene duplicability than hetero-complexes; although
Yang et al. (2003) considered this question, their data was not
sufficiently large to draw a clear conclusion.

A duplication involving one or a few genes and a duplication
of the whole genome may be under different selection pressures
because a whole genome duplication (WGD) may not create a
dosage imbalance. Our third purpose is therefore to investigate
whether duplicate genes derived from WGD in the yeast (Wolfe
and Shields, 1997; Dietrich et al., 2004; Kellis et al., 2004) and
non-WGD duplicate genes show different relationships among
protein complexity, duplicability, and dispensability. He and
Zhang (2006) found that a less severe fitness consequence of
deleting a duplicate gene than deleting a singleton gene is at
least in part due to the reason that duplicate genes are intrin-
sically less important than singleton genes. We wish to obtain a
better estimate of the contribution of duplicate genes to gene
dispensability in the yeast genome because the estimate by Gu
et al. (2003) did not subdivide duplicate genes into WGD and
non-WGD genes and did not consider the possibility of different
gene duplicabilities for homo- and hetero-complexes.
Finally, we are also interested to compare how protein
complexity and domain complexity correlate with gene di-
spensability and gene duplicability, and to investigate whether
subunits in a protein complex share similar gene dispensability
and expression level. In this study, for simplicity, we include
monomers, which consist of a single polypeptide, in the class of
homo-complexes because, as will be seeing later, monomers
and homo-complexes show small differences in both gene
dispensability and gene duplicability.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Identification of duplicate genes and singletons

An all-against-all FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988)
search was conducted for the whole set of S. cerevisiae protein
sequences to obtain the list of singleton (single-copy) and du-
plicate genes as described in Gu et al. (2003). A singleton gene
is defined as a protein that does not hit any other proteins in the
FASTA search with E=0.1. Duplicate genes are defined using
the following two criteria: (1) their amino acid sequence simi-
larity is ≥ I (I=30% if L≥150 amino acids but I=0.01n+
4.8L−0.32(1 + exp(−L / 1000)) if Lb150 amino acids, where n=6 and
L is the length of the alignable region), and (2) the length of the
alignable region between the two sequences is ≥50% of the
longer protein. We obtained a whole genome duplication dataset
from the genes listed in either Kellis et al. (2004) or Dietrich et
al. (2004). Although some gene pairs in the WGD dataset are
quite diverged and may not satisfy the duplicate gene definition,
we still use them in our analysis. The genes that did not satisfy
the criteria for being singletons or duplicate genes were clas-
sified as twilight zone genes. The proportion of singleton
families, P, was calculated as the number of singletons divided
by the sum of the number of singletons and the number of
duplicate gene families; 1−P is used as a measure of gene
duplicability.

2.2. Data on fitness effect of gene deletion

The growth rates of each yeast single-gene-deletion strain
under various conditions were obtained from Steinmetz et al.
(2002) (YDPM, http://www-deletion.stanford.edu/YDPM/
YDPM_index.html) with five growth media: YPD, YPDGE,
YPG, YPE and YPL; and from Glaever et al. (2002) with six
extra conditions: YPGal, Minimal, Ph8, NaCl, Sorbitol and
Nystatin. Each strain contains the precise homozygous diploid
deletion of one ORF in the yeast genome. Genes annotated as
essential in MIPS (Mewes et al., 2002) (http://mips.gsf.de/) or in
YDPM were removed from this growth rate dataset because
there is a possibility that an essential strain could be detected
due to cross hybridization of a tag from another non-essential
strain. The remaining genes were used and we calculated the
fitness values ( f ) as the extent of survival and reproduction of
the deletion strain relative to the pool of all strains grown and
measured collectively (Gu et al., 2003). Essential genes
annotated in both MIPS and YDPMwere sequentially included,
and their fitness values were assumed to be 0. All genes were
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subdivided into four groups according to their f values: (1) the
deletion has a weak or no fitness effect in all conditions studied
if fmin ≥0.95, where fmin is the smallest f value among all 11
growth conditions; (2) the deletion has a moderate effect if
0.8≤ fminb0.95; (3) the deletion has a strong effect if 0b fminb
0.8; and (4) the deletion is lethal and we set f=0. To avoid
including pseudogenes and erroneously predicted genes, only
ORFs with gene names in MIPS, YDPM or SGD (http://www.
yeastgenome.org/) were kept for further analyses. Dispensable
genes are defined as genes with weak or no deletion fitness
effect, i.e., fmin≥0.95.

Similar to Papp et al. (2003), we only used the growth rates of
heterozygous strains obtained on YPD substrate from Steinmetz
et al. (2002) to estimate their haplosufficiency. Only genes with
two measurements from repeat experiments were retained, and
average growth rates were calculated. Relative heterozygous
fitness was calculated as the relative growth rate to the pool of all
strains.

2.3. Collection of protein complexity data

Domain complexity data is obtained from Deng et al. (2002).
Protein complexity is defined here as the number of different
polypeptide types in a protein complex, not as the number of
polypeptide subunits as defined in Yang et al. (2003). The infor-
mation of protein complexity was assembled from the complex or
subunit descriptions in Swiss-Prot/TrEMBL (http://us.expasy.
org/sprot/),MIPS, and SGD.A proteinwas regarded as a complex
only when the descriptions of all components agreed with each
other. A careful manual survey of published papers was made to
verify these annotations. For example, in MIPS category 100,
calcineurin B includes three entries; however, they do not form a
hetero-trimer, but, instead, a regulatory subunit and two catalytic
subunits form two kinds of hetero-dimers.We also used each gene
name and several keywords to find literature on PubMed (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) and Google Scholar (http://scholar.
google.com/) to increase the dataset. Homo-complexes (each
composed of only one polypeptide type) were divided into
monomers, homo-dimers, and homo-multimers, while hetero-
complexes (each composed of more than one gene type) were
classified according to the number of subunit polypeptide types.
Polypeptides appearing in more than one complex were classified
as multi-complex subunits, and the largest complex that a protein
is involved was designated for the polypeptide. Cytoplasmic and
mitochondrial ribosomal proteins were treated separately from
other proteins because their unusual properties, such as extremely
high expression, and their large numbers of subunits may cause
sampling bias.

2.4. Fitness values and expression levels among complex subunits

Since a protein complex is a functional unit, its components
should have similar deletion fitness effects. To test this
hypothesis, hetero-complex genes, not including ribosomal
and multi-complex proteins, were subdivided into dispensable
(i.e., with weak or no gene deletion effect) and indispensable, or
lethal and nonlethal to examine if subunits of the same complex
tend to have the same effect. We also wish to know, after
excluding those dispensable and lethal genes, whether the
fitness values of the subunits of a protein complex are still more
similar than random gene pairs. For this purpose, we only keep
genes with a strong or moderate deletion effect. The mean
fitness difference between complex subunits is calculated and
compared with the distribution of mean difference between
randomly selected gene pairs. This random selection was re-
peated 107 times. For comparison, the fitness difference bet-
ween duplicate genes (Gu et al., 2003) is also examined using
the present method.

Similar procedures were applied to compare protein ex-
pression levels among complex subunits. TAP-tagged protein
abundance data (Ghaemmaghami et al., 2003) were obtained
from Yeast GFP Fusion Localization Database (http://yeastgfp.
ucsf.edu/). Codon adaptation index (CAI) values, each of which
indicates the strength of codon usage bias, were from MIPS.

3. Results

3.1. Protein complexity and gene dispensability

Previous studies used either only complex/non-complex
dataset (Ge et al., 2001; Papp et al., 2003; Poyatos and Hurst,
2004; Teichmann and Veitia, 2004; Phadnis and Fry, 2005) or
used proteins of no recorded interaction as monomers (Yang
et al., 2003). We collected a more extended and reliable protein
complex dataset, so that an analysis of different protein com-
plexities is feasible. Table 1 shows the fitness effects of gene
deletions for subunits of homo-complexes and subunits of
hetero-complexes. The proportions of genes with weak (or
lethal) fitness effect of deletion for monomers, homo-dimers,
and homo-multimers are not significantly different from one
another (Fisher's exact test, pN0.1). Thus, the number of sub-
units in a homo-complex protein, including monomers, does not
seem to affect gene dispensability significantly. In contrast, the
subunits of a hetero-complex tend to have a lower dispensability
than subunits of a homo-complex, especially when the number
of subunit types becomes larger than 2. This trend is also
observed for the proportion of genes with lethal deletion effect
(Table 1).

3.2. Protein complexity and gene duplicability

To reveal the relationships between protein complexity and
gene duplicability, we compared the proportions of singleton,
duplicate, and twilight zone genes for homo-and hetero-com-
plex subunits (Table 1). The proportion of duplicate genes
(including WGD and non-WGD duplicates) is consistently
higher than 40% for all homo-complex proteins; the differences
between monomers and homo-dimers or homo-multimers are
not significant (Fisher's exact test, pN0.1). In contrast, subunits
of hetero-complexes have a much lower proportion of duplicate
genes; the proportion decreases from 25% to 16% as the number
of complex subunit types increases from 2 to ≥9, though this
difference is not statistically significant (Fisher's exact test,
pN0.05). In terms of the proportion of singleton families (P),
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Table 1
Relationships between protein complexity and fitness effect of gene deletion or gene duplicability

Protein structure a Total
# of
genes

Proportions (numbers) of genes with lethal,
strong, moderate and weak deletion effect on
fitness

Proportions (numbers) of duplicate, twilight zone, and singleton
genes

Proportion
of
singleton
families,
P

Lethal Strong Moderate Weak WGD duplicate Non-WGD duplicate Twilight Singleton

Monomer 109 19% (21) 22% (24) 18% (20) 41% (44) 26% (28) 14% (15) 30% (33) 30% (33) 54%
Homo-dimer 127 20% (26) 17% (22) 20% (26) 42% (53) 20% (26) 22% (28) 23% (29) 35% (44) 54%
Homo-multimer 83 16% (13) 24% (20) 17% (14) 43% (36) 18% (15) 30% (25) 19% (16) 33% (27) 49%
Hetero-complex (2) 166 25% (41) 22% (37) 19% (32) 34% (56) 12% (19) 13% (22) 39% (65) 36% (60) 75%
Hetero-complex (3–4) 219 37% (81) 24% (52) 18% (40) 21% (46) 10% (23) 7% (16) 31% (67) 52% (113) 85%
Hetero-complex (5–8) 190 59% (112) 15% (29) 12% (23) 14% (26) 10% (19) 11% (20) 36% (69) 43% (82) 80%
Hetero-complex (9–) 213 58% (124) 28% (60) 8% (18) 5% (11) 3% (7) 13% (28) 30% (63) 54% (115) 91%
Cytoplasmic ribosome 126 13% (17) 29% (37) 45% (57) 12% (15) 80% (101) 5% (6) 5% (6) 10% (13) 21%
Mitochondrial ribosome 62 3% (2) 84% (52) 5% (3) 8% (5) 0% (0) 0% (0) 16% (10) 84% (52) 100%

a The number in the parentheses for hetero-complexes indicates the number of subunit types.
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the P value increases from 75% to 91% as the number of
subunit types in a hetero-complex increases from 2 to ≥9. Note
that the differences in gene duplicability between subunits of
homo-complexes (monomers, homo-dimers, or homo-multi-
mers) and subunits of hetero-complexes (subdivided according
to their subunit types) are all significant (Fisher's exact test,
pb0.01). Yang et al. (2003) showed that complex proteins are
less duplicable than monomers. Our present result further in-
dicates that in terms of gene duplicability the major distinction
is between homo-complexes and hetero-complexes. It is likely
that only duplication of a gene for a subunit in a hetero-complex
may cause dosage imbalance.

To include protein dosage for further analysis, we compared
the proportion of haploinsufficient genes (heterozygous dele-
tion fitness value obtained on YPD substrate b0.99) among
indispensable genes (homozygous deletion fitness value ob-
tained on YPD substrate b0.95) for homo-complex subunits.
We found that homo-multimers are significantly more haploin-
sufficient (7/24) than homo-dimers+monomers (6/73, Fisher's
exact test, pb0.05), which suggests that maintaining a sufficient
protein dosage is more essential for homo-multimers (Kondra-
shov and Koonin, 2004). This result implies that many du-
plicates of genes for homo-multimer subunits were possibly
retained due to protein dosage requirement. Compared to
monomers, most duplicates of genes for homo-multimer sub-
units were from non-WGD events (Fisher's exact test, pb0.05,
Table 1). This result supports the above observation because
unlike WGD, which occurs rarely, non-WGD duplication can
occur more frequently and duplicate genes can be retained if
there is an increased requirement of protein dosage. We also
found that the low duplicability of subunits of large hetero-
complexes (composed of 9 or more subunit types) is largely due
to their small number of WGD duplicates (Fisher's exact test
compared to other hetero-complexes, pb0.001, Table 1).

3.3. Ribosomal proteins

Ribosomes are the largest protein complexes in the yeast
proteome. The WGD duplicates have been retained for most
of the cytoplasmic ribosome proteins, but not for mitochon-
drial ones (Table 1). This phenomenon might be explained (1)
by the dosage theory (Kondrashov and Koonin, 2004), i.e.,
after the WGD event a larger dosage would be required in the
cytoplasm than in the mitochondria, because WGD immedi-
ately double the number of nuclear genes but cause no
increase in the number of mitochondrial genes, and (2) by the
dosage balance hypothesis (Veitia, 2002, 2003), i.e., similar
concentrations of subunits in the same protein complex are
selectively preferred; otherwise, the imbalanced dosage of
subunits may significantly reduce the final concentration of
the protein complex. When a singleton cytoplasmic ribosomal
subunit is deleted, its function cannot be compensated and the
whole ribosome is not functional (10 out of 13 singleton genes
have a lethal deletion effect), whereas deletion of a subunit
with duplicates may only cause dosage deficiency and
imbalance, but may not be lethal (91 out of 107 duplicate
genes have strong or moderate deletion effects, but only 3 of
them are lethal). Interestingly, most mitochondrial ribosome
subunits are not essential (only with strong deletion effects),
despite the fact that they are singleton genes.

3.4. Sequence similarity and gene dispensability

Duplicates with higher sequence similarity were believed to
have higher chance of functional compensation (Gu et al.,
2003). We subdivided our dataset into WGD and non-WGD
sets, and also homo-complexes, hetero-complexes, and proteins
without complex annotation (excluding ribosomal proteins).
These genes were further subdivided according to the KA of
each gene to its most similar paralogue in the genome. Their
cumulative distributions of fitness effect of gene deletion were
compared (Fig. 1). Surprisingly, the correlation between gene
deletion fitness effect and KA is weak, especially for WGD
genes (Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test, pN0.1), though this
correlation was considered as a strong evidence of functional
compensation among duplicates (Gu et al., 2003). On the other
hand, non-WGD hetero-complex subunits with KAb0.4 are
more dispensable than subunits with KAN0.4 (KS test,
pb0.001, Fig. 1B); however, subunits with KAN0.4 are less
dispensable than twilight zone and singleton genes (KS test,



Fig. 1. Cumulative fitness distribution of gene deletions of WGD (A, C, E) and non-WGD (B, D, F) duplicate genes for hetero-complexes (A, B), homo-complexes
(C, D), and proteins without complex annotation (E, F). Duplicate genes are further subdivided according to the KA of each gene to its most similar paralogue in the
genome. N indicates gene number.
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pb0.001). For non-WGD homo-complex subunits, genes with
KAN0.4 have similar fitness distributions (Fig. 1D), while genes
with KAb0.4 are more dispensable (KS test, pb0.05). Similar
results are found for non-WGD genes without protein complex
annotations (Fig. 1F). In this case, gene dispensability is
increased when KA is b0.6 (KS test, pb0.05).

Because protein complexity is an important determinant of
gene duplicability (Papp et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2003), one
may suspect that the higher dispensability of subunits of a
homo-complex protein is mainly due to a higher proportion of
duplicate genes for subunits of homo-complex proteins in the
genome. Fig. 1 indicates that when the distance of each gene to
its most similar paralogue is controlled, homo-complex subunits
still are much more dispensable than hetero-complex subunits,
especially for non-WGD genes. This result suggests that the
higher dispensability for homo-complex subunits is not due to
their abundance of duplicate genes. We further analyzed gene
dispensability with protein complexity for hetero-complex sub-
units. When we removed duplicate genes to regenerate the
relationships between fitness effect of gene deletion and protein
complexity (Fig. 2), the observation that gene dispensability
decreases as the number of subunit types in a protein complex
increases (Table 1) still holds, except that the dispensability of
homo-complex subunits is slightly decreased. Therefore, we
suggest that the higher dispensability of genes coding for sub-
units of small hetero-complexes (or homo-complexes) cannot
be attributed to functional compensation of duplicated genes.
On the other hand, protein complexity may serve as a better



Table 2
Relationships between protein complexity, domain complexity and gene
duplicability

Protein structure Proportions (numbers) of
duplicate, twilight zone, and
singleton genes

Proportion
of
singleton
families,
P

Duplicate Twilight Singleton

Homo-complex subunits with
one domain

31% (44) 25% (36) 44% (63) 65%

Homo-complex subunits with
2 domains

49% (48) 23% (23) 28% (27) 47%

Homo-complex subunits with
N2 domains

47% (36) 34% (26) 19% (15) 36%

Hetero-complex subunits with
one domain

12% (54) 27% (120) 61% (273) 90%

Hetero-complex subunits with
2 domains

19% (33) 44% (77) 37% (64) 79%

Hetero-complex subunits with
N2 domains

28% (47) 51% (86) 21% (35) 55%

One-domain polypeptides include polypeptides for which no domain informa-
tion is available.

Fig. 2. Fitness distribution of gene deletions after exclusion of duplicate genes.
Homo-complexes include monomers, homo-dimers, and homo-multimers. The
number in the parentheses for hetero-complexes indicates the number of subunit
types. N indicates gene number.
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indicator of gene dispensability than does gene duplication, as
will be discussed later.

3.5. Domain complexity and protein complexity

Since a protein domain may be the functional unit, one may
expect multi-domain polypeptides to have lower dispensability.
Indeed, Fig. 3 shows that multi-domain polypeptides (with ≥2
domains) are significantly less dispensable than single-domain
polypeptides. This difference is more significant when poly-
peptides for which no domain information is available are
included in single-domain polypeptides. We found that 43% of
hetero-complex subunits and 55% of homo-complex subunits
are multi-domain polypeptides (Fisher's exact test, pb0.001).
This result suggests that the proportion of multi-domain
polypeptides cannot explain the low dispensability of hetero-
complex subunits. On the other hand, one may suspect that the
larger number of domains in the homo-complex avoids the need
for a hetero-complex, implying that it might be the total number
of domains of all the subunits of a protein complex that is a
Fig. 3. Fitness distribution of gene deletions for polypeptides subdivided
according to their domain annotation after exclusion of duplicate genes. Single-
domain polypeptides are, on average, more dispensable than multi-domain
polypeptides (proportion of weak effect genes, pb0.05; proportion of lethal
genes, pb10−6), while polypeptides with 2 or N2 domains have similar
dispensability ( pN0.1). N indicates gene number.
determinant of gene duplicability. To test this hypothesis, we
only consider subunits of homo-complex or hetero-complex for
which the summation of domain numbers in a complex is 2–4.
Duplicate genes are excluded. Our result indicates that hetero-
complex subunits are still less dispensable than homo-complex
ones (51 genes out of 192 genes with weak deletion fitness
effects for hetero-complex subunits; 30 genes out of 70 genes
for homo-complex subunits; Fisher's exact test, pb0.05).
Among these genes, hetero-complex subunits should have
fewer domains than homo-complex subunits. Therefore, we
suggest protein complexity should be a more important
determinant of gene dispensability than domain complexity.

Previous studies showed that domain complexity (He and
Zhang, 2005) and protein complexity (Papp et al., 2003; Yang
et al., 2003) both are important determinants of gene duplicability.
Therefore, it is interesting to investigate whether these two factors
correlate with each other since homo-complex subunits have a
higher proportion of multi-domain polypeptides. Table 2 reveals
Table 3
Expected and observed proportions (numbers) of pairwise fitness combinations
for hetero-complex subunits

Expected proportion
(all possible pairwise
combinations)

Observed proportion
(combinations found in
the same complex)

p value
(Fisher's
exact test)

Dispensable vs.
dispensable

3.2% (9045) 4.4% (71) 8.7×10−3

Dispensable vs.
indispensable

29.5% (83,295) 12.2% (197) 5.1×10−62

Indispensable vs.
indispensable

67.3% (190,036) 83.4% (1350) 7.6×10−49

Lethal vs. lethal 19.8% (55,945) 45.4% (735) 2.2×10−120

Lethal vs.
nonlethal

49.5% (139,695) 18.6% (301) 1.1×10−147

Nonlethal vs.
nonlethal

30.7% (86,736) 36.0% (582) 6.2×10−6

The numbers of dispensable, indispensable, lethal, and nonlethal genes are 135,
617, 335, and 417, respectively.
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that when the domain number in a polypeptide increases from one
to N2, its gene duplicability (1−P) also increases from 35% to
64% for homo-complex subunits (Fisher's exact test, pb10−2),
and from 10% to 45% for hetero-complex ones (Fisher's exact
test, pb10−9). Moreover, homo-complex subunits are more
duplicable than hetero-complex subunits when the number of
domains is controlled (Fisher's exact test, pb10−7 for single-
domain polypeptides; pb10−3 for polypeptides with 2 domains;
the difference is not significant for polypeptides with N2 domains
due to the small sample size). Our result suggests that domain
complexity and protein complexity are largely independent with
respect to gene duplicability.

3.6. Similar dispensabilities and expression levels for the
subunits of a complex

To clarify whether subunits of a complex share similar dis-
pensability, complex subunits were subdivided into dispensable
(i.e. with a weak or no gene deletion effect) and indispensable,
or into lethal and nonlethal genes (Table 3). The proportions of
each combination of subunit pairs found in the same complex
and those of randomly selected gene pairs were compared. We
found that the observed number of subunit pairs with the same
fitness effect category is much higher than expected. Therefore,
complex subunits tend to display similar fitness effects of gene
deletion. It has been reported that proteins in the same inter-
action module also have similar dispensability (Poyatos and
Hurst, 2004). Because most genes are distributed at the two
extreme ends of fitness effect of gene deletion, it is interesting to
ask whether the above conclusion still holds if we consider only
genes with strong or moderate deletion effects. The answer is
yes, no matter which growth condition is considered (Table 4).
Although duplicated genes may have a chance to compensate
each other's function (Gu et al., 2003), we found that under
most conditions duplicate gene pairs are not as similar to each
other in gene deletion effect on fitness as the subunits of a
complex. The reason might be that many duplicated genes have
already functionally diverged, whereas the subunits of a com-
plex usually play the same functional role.
Table 4
The mean value of fitness difference between randomly selected gene pairs and
between complex subunits or duplicate gene pairs

Conditions Complex subunits/random pairs Duplicate genes/random pairs

Mean of fitness
difference

p value Mean of fitness
difference

p value

YPD 0.116/0.142 3.6×10−6 0.120/0.147 3.7×10−4

YPDGE 0.105/0.141 b1×10−7 0.109/0.141 3.3×10−6

YPG 0.136/0.232 b1×10−7 0.156/0.230 b1×10−7

YPE 0.140/0.245 b1×10−7 0.169/0.247 b1×10−7

YPL 0.131/0.209 b1×10−7 0.130/0.206 b1×10−7

YPGal 0.105/0.133 3.0×10−5 0.099/0.129 3.0×10−4

Minimal 0.138/0.158 7.3×10−3 0.123/0.173 6.6×10−6

Ph8 0.132/0.176 b1×10−7 0.142/0.161 2.6×10−2

NaCl 0.111/0.135 5.4×10−4 0.112/0.140 1.1×10−3

Sorbitol 0.100/0.122 7.5×10−5 0.124/0.127 3.7×10−1

Nystatin 0.115/0.145 4.2×10−5 0.117/0.139 8.9×10−3

Only genes with strong or moderate deletion effect on fitness are included.
Under the dosage balance hypothesis, complex subunits
should have similar protein expression levels. Using the same
method described above, i.e., comparing with randomly
selected gene pairs, we find that a similarity indeed exists for
protein expression levels of complex subunits. The mean
logarithm difference of TAP-tagged protein abundance values
between hetero-complex subunits is significantly less than the
mean difference between random gene pairs ( p≪b10−7). For
proteins that do not have abundance data (∼ one third of the
genes), the codon adaptation index (CAI) was used to infer the
expression level (Sharp and Li, 1987; Coghlan and Wolfe,
2000). We found that the mean difference in CAI values bet-
ween subunits of a protein complex is only half of the mean
difference between random gene pairs ( p≪10−7). This result
is comparable to Ge et al.'s (2001) finding that genes encode
interacting proteins tend to have similar expression profiles.

4. Discussion

4.1. Different trends of dispensability and duplicability for
hetero-complexes

We noted above that although subunits of hetero-complexes
composed of 2 subunit types are less dispensable compared
with subunits of homo-complexes (Fig. 2), the difference is not
significant (Fisher's exact test, pN0.1). In contrast, the dis-
pensability of hetero-complexes composed of 3–4 subunit
types is significantly lower (Fisher's exact test, pb0.01). In
other words, when the number of subunit types increases, gene
dispensability decreases gradually, instead of a sharp difference
between homo- and hetero-complexes. On the other hand,
although gene duplicability (1−P) correlates with protein
complexity, the difference in gene duplicabilities between sub-
units of hetero-complexes composed of 2 and N9 subunit types
is not significant. Although the insignificance could be due to a
small sample size, both duplicabilities are significantly less
than the duplicability of homo-complex subunits. The duplic-
ability dramatically decreases from 46%~51% for homo-
complex subunits to 9%~25% for hetero-complexes subunits
(Table 1). The reason might be only the duplication of a gene
for a hetero-complex subunit may cause serious dosage
imbalance. This observation suggests that the dosage balance
hypothesis can explain well gene duplicability of complex
proteins (Papp et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2003), but cannot
completely explain the difference in dispensabilities between
hetero-complex subunits.

It is likely that knocking out a gene coding for a hetero-
complex subunit would disrupt the function of the whole com-
plex. This viewpoint is supported by the above result that
subunits in the same complex tend to have similar deletion
fitness effects. If the function of a protein complex is deter-
mined by most or all of its subunits, to compensate its lost
function may need another complex either from duplicated
genes or from alternative pathways. This effect may be more
harmful than a complex concentration reduction derived from
subunit duplication or heterozygous deletion (dosage imbal-
ance). On the other hand, the formation of a large protein
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complex may take a long time in evolution. These protein
complexes may play important roles in the organism, so that the
complexes can be retained and can accumulate subunits during
the evolutionary process. Therefore, losing the function of a
large complex may be more severe than losing the function of a
small one. This might explain why the dispensability of hetero-
complexes decreases with protein complexity.

4.2. Functional compensation by duplicate genes

We subdivided non-WGD genes into hetero-complexes,
homo-complexes, and genes without complex annotations
(Fig. 1), and estimated the contribution of duplicate genes
using Gu et al.'s (2003) method. Our result indicates that the
dispensability of 1, 10, and 106 genes out of 104, 93, and 1086
dispensable genes might be attributed to gene duplication for
these three categories, respectively. The proportion of the
contribution of duplicate genes to genetic robustness is thus
estimated to be 9% (117/1283) for non-WGD genes. He and
Zhang (2006) found that less important genes tend to have a
higher gene duplicability than important genes and suggested
that this difference can partly account for a less severe fitness
effect of deleting a duplicate gene than deleting a singleton
gene. In our case, the high dispensability of non-WGD genes
with KAb0.4 may partly be due to recent duplications of less
important genes, rather than all from functional compensation
by duplicates. Therefore, the contribution of duplicate genes to
dispensability may not be as high as previously estimated (23%,
Gu et al., 2003).

It is worth noting that, except for ribosomal proteins, most of
the ∼400 WGD gene pairs that have been retained are dis-
pensable (Fig. 1). For genes with the same protein complexity
and with the same range of KA to their most similar paralogues
in the genome, WGD genes are consistently more dispensable
than non-WGD duplicate genes. The difference is statistically
significant for hetero-complexes, for homo-complexes with
KAN0.4, and for genes without complex annotation and with
KAN0.6 (KS test, pb0.05). This result implies that in the
majority of cases the dispensability of WGD genes may not be
due to functional compensation from their duplicates, because
functional compensation should have similar effects for WGD
and non-WGD duplicates. An alternative explanation is that
dispensable genes might have a higher chance to be retained
than indispensable genes following the WGD event. This result
echoes the previous observation that dispensable (less impor-
tant) genes have a higher duplicability (He and Zhang, 2006).
The reason Gu et al. (2003) overestimated the contribution of
duplicate genes to dispensability is likely because their sin-
gleton dataset includes many hetero-complex subunits, while
duplicate gene dataset includes many homo-complex subunits
and WGD genes, which are dispensable intrinsically.

Another set of WGD genes are cytoplasmic ribosomal pro-
teins, which, as mentioned earlier, tend to be indispensable. Our
result shows that while deletion of a singleton cytoplasmic
ribosomal subunit usually has a lethal effect, deletion of a
ribosomal subunit with duplicates may only cause dosage
deficiency and imbalance (strong or moderate effect), but may
not be lethal (Table 1). This fact suggests that functional com-
pensation exists for these WGD ribosomal proteins. However,
although deletion of a ribosomal subunit with duplicates may
not be lethal, such deletion is still evolutionarily deleterious. It
is likely that their duplicates are retained mainly due to dosage
requirement, but not due to functional compensation.
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